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Experience moving movements with SERVO-DRIVE

SERVO-DRIVE offers you full freedom
of movement in your kitchen — with our
without handles.

SERVO-DRIVE is the opening support system for drawers. A light touch on the
front or a light pull of the handle, drawers will open effortlessly, regardless of
where you touch the front. With the integrated BLUMOTION system, pull-outs will

Even when your hands are full: With
SERVO-DRIVE, you can open drawers with
your foot, knee or hip.

re-close silently and gracefully.
The drive unit is the heart of SERVO-DRIVE. It comes in only one version that
can be used for all applications. Because the drive unit is self-adjusting, this
The AMBIA-LINE
kitchen accessories
guarantees
smooth operation
starting at 300 mm cabinet height.
The attractive AMBIA-LINE kitchen accessories combine a high-quality
Advantages:
design with well-conceived functionality. Holders for knives, plates and
Automatic opening with just a light touch
spices and film dispensers for plastic film or foil help to keep the kitchen tidy.
or pull
Everything is perfectly in place – your kitchen utensils are tidily stored
in the pull-out and easy to access. SERVO-DRIVE adds value to a new
kitchen. It does not only fulfil high design

standards, but also the demands for high
freedom of motion.

AMBIA-LINE –
the inner dividing system
The new inner dividing system
for LEGRABOX ensures perfect

Whether heavy or light, wide or narrow
organisation
in all
living system
areas
drawers
— the gentle
opening
always
the same.
withremains
an elegant
frame design.

The universally compatible
AMBIA-LINE frames are easy
to handle and have a shape,
colour and material to match

Easy assembly and cabling

LEGRABOX.

Maintenance-free.

For more information, go to

Easy to deactivate via a switch outlet

www.blum.com

SERVO-DRIVE has an improved detection
feature, ensuring that it recognises between
when you are leaning on the front and when
you actually want to open the front.
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